LEARNING JOURNEY

FRENCH
CURRICULUM INTENT

BENTON PARK SCHOOL VALUES

The MFL curriculum aims to provide all students
with a deep, broad, and academically rigorous
education. It places each student, and their
identity and ambition at its heart, developing
powerful core knowledge, fluency of
communication and grammatical application
which makes highly competent and confident
language learners in each Key Stage. Alongside
the academic rigour required to enable the
highest academic ambitions of each child, the
MFL curriculum supports our students’
development into responsible, global citizens.

In MFL:
• Resilience is incredibly important in
studying languages and is
developed through our consistent
focus on students’ grammatical
accuracy and fluency of application.

• Through our RISKS homework
strategy, students collaborate
through the investigate projects.

Through learning all the elements of culture
throughout the curriculum - from people, places,
and customs to historical and social events,
literature, music, art and religion - securing
success in languages at Benton Park School
supports students to find their voice, step beyond
their comfort zones, and ultimately opens further
opportunity in their academic and personal
horizons. The study of languages promotes
tolerance and respect for others, developing
lifelong empathy and understanding of millions of
other people in our world.

• Students develop endeavour
through grappling with extended
authentic material in listening and
reading, while developing extended
speech and writing.
• Students develop compassion and
understanding through interacting
with our cultural hinterland
curriculum particularly when
developing their knowledge about
historical events, religion and the
cultural beliefs of the target country.

• We take inspiration in languages
through studying significant people,
art, film, literature and music of the
target country

Economic contexts
Literature Studies
Diversity and Equality

Exam preparation toolkit
Politics, the right to vote and
young people’s future

Political contexts
Film studies
Volunteering
Crime and Punishment

Social contexts
Family models
Technology in society

YEAR

13

Cultural contexts
Music and identity

A level toolkit

Cultural Heritage

Becoming an expert
grammarian

Exam preparation toolkit
Developing reading and listening skills
Developing independent speaking skills
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Global and
Social issues
Personal ID and world of work

Customs and
traditions

Family and relationships
Work experience
Options: Gap years and
apprenticeships
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Future plans
Future Careers
and Ambitions
Social issues

The GCSE Linguist toolkit

Global issues

Word categories and translation
Tenses consolidation
Reading and Listening skills
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Me and the wider world
Me and my local community
Interactive holidays language
Local area

Holidays
Narrating nightmare
experiences

School life abroad

Fashion and international
perspectives

School life and routines

International festivals

Cinema
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Me and my life
The Linguist Toolkit

Food

Hobbies and Interests

Celebrities and idols

Technology

